• One Binder with Kit Information, Teacher Guide, Background information and resources
• Ten Hand Lenses
• Monarch Game
• Guide: Kaufman Butterflies of North America
• Guide: Peterson’s Guide to Moths
• Guide: Bees: An Identification & Native Plant forage Guide
• Kaufman Field Guide to Insects of North America
• What’s the Difference? Butterflies and Moth
• Good Thing There are Bees
• Insect Pollinators
• Bee Dance
• Pipsie Nature Detective: the Disappearing Caterpillar
• Time For Kids: Bees!
• Monarch Butterfly
• Hummingbirds
• Bees: an Identification and Native Plant Forage Guide
• Butterfly Book
• On Meadowview Street
• Ten Insect Nets
• Two Butterfly Tent
• Bee Hive example (1)
• 150 Red Pom-Poms
• 150 Blue Pom-Poms
• 24 Crayons
• 12 candles
• 1 Block of Bees Wax